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ABSTRACT
This research explored the implications for a teacher

in undertaking small-group work in the classroom. The two resources
used were "The Practice of Group Work" by r4illiam Schwartz and "Troup
Work in Secondary Schools", and the "Training of Teachers in Its
Methods" by Barrington Kaye and Irving Rogers. The first resource was
concerned with methodological principles for social work in general
and group work is particular. The second resource contained an
empirical account of the practical issues involved in the secondary
classroom group experience. Both resources were used in an
investigation of the phases of group work, specification of tLe work,
self-selection of groups, the teacher's role, and the group
experience in teaching English. Both resources agreed on the
following conclusions: a) the teacher and/or worker must be sensitive
to group -Needs, b) the group must have a self-directed, common goal,
and c) the group must be self-selected. Contrasting views of these
resources involved the role of feelings and responsibilities for the
teacher and/or worker in the group experience. (BPP)
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THE GIMP EXBEHIENCE IN ;;CH001,:l

(A r',iiminary view r-r Eng1 i:111 t-achers)

John K. Harley
Coferonee of Canadian

Education ilsociations
May, i')7:

This paper sets out to explore the implications for a teacher of
his undertaking use group work in his :!lansroom. By a "group" here
is meant between 4 and A students, teacher not, included, and by "the
grout experience" in meant their experience in determining, organizing,
and carrying out work on thoir own collaborative initiative. This not unfamiliar
concept has yet to find a firm rooting in practice in i'anadian secondary
schools, and I am particularly concerned with the feasibility of achieving
acceptance among secAndary sch ul teachers in Canada for the striking
change in role that, is called for, if this kind or nractice i2 to become
part of their professional repertoire.

The two resources I shall use have different origins in field
despite a striking unanimity of thought: the first, by William Schwartz,
is from social work experience, and is an article from the book he edits
with Serapio Zalba called The Practice of Group W-)rk. Entitled "On the
Use of Groups in G'cial Work Practice," it leads off the selection of
readings with a formulation of methodological principles for social work
in general, and group work in particular, that translates with peculiar
force into educational terms, being couched in lucid language though
theoretical in orientation. My other resource comes from teacher
education in England, a book entitled Group Work in Secondary Schools,
and the training of teachers in its methods by Barrington Kaye and Irving
Rogers. It deserves to be widely known, for it is a comprehensive and also
lucid empirical account of the practical issues not only of this sort of
work in school but also, from the authors' experience, of a program of
training student teachers at Hedland College in Bristol.

The different purposes and different backgrounds of these two
texts both give their unanimity greater weight and at the same time afford
some purchase, by virtue of certain differences in emphasis, on the point
of concern I have mentioned, namely, the feasibility of gaining
sufficient acceptance for the change of role on the part of teachers.Changes
of role by teachers involve changes in role expectation on the part of
those who watch them closely - parents and administrators as well as
children: and a change of role also involves a change of attitude for the
teacher himself, which may constitute a challenge to the very personality
structure that influenced his choice of career in the first place. Both
texts are emphatic about the change in locus of authority in group work
and its surprising effects on the teacher or social worker accustomed to
exercising authority: where they differ somewhat is in defining the
nature of the new role. The discreetly helpful questions and suggestions
of the teacher to his groups, in Kay and Rogers' account, are to be
supplied chiefly from the realm familiar to the teacher of the knowledge
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Phases in group work: "tuninf;-:

Let me proceed to follow in outline the critical step:, as both

sours s see them, that a teacher must follow if this kind of vrk is to

be successful. From my observation of cnrront practice in schools,

incid?ntal to the duties of a supervisor of practice-teacning, and from

my own experience in attempting, this kind of process in classes of stuAcnt

tenchers, it is my impression that many willing attempts by teachers to

ge! into group work come to grief because so 1,ttle is known About the

variety or intensity of the difficulties involiz-,d, and consequently about

the el)rtise r:,,c1-.FIre.1 and the propor focus cf ore's attention and effort.

It should be emphasised, therefore, that the following is inde,,d an outline

of main issues only, undertaken with the objec"i, of permitting me some

commentary (n the special point of concern I have identified, and that it

does not do justice to the much more thorcugh r.nd judicious account, of

the difficulties that do arise, that Kaye and Rogers offer.

What Schwartz calls the "tuning-in phase" for a social worker."

is devoted to making oneself receptive to veiled communications, making

use of our knowledge about the issues that tend to be of concern to any

particular type of client." He "readies himself to receive cues that

are minimal, subtle, devious, and hard to detect except by a very sensitive

and discerning instrument." (p 141 This same concern is expressed by Kaye

and Rogers in two ways: they have a short brt cogent chapter on the
sociological and psychological forcer that operate among adolescents, that

puts a reader onto the kind of sensitive and subtle plane on which a

teacher should be working; and they emphasize elsewhere the kind of

extra knowledge of his pupils that he will need at a most critical early

stage in the undertaking. "From his knowledge of the individual



*aembers of his class, of their hobbies and out-of-school activities,
or thir convrsations both in and out of the classroom, the teacher
should have at reneral idea of the kind ( topic or problem which is
lik 'y to involvc Ih-m." "This initial tiscussion is a highly critical

tim. f(),- the sucecss r the croup work. In conducting it, the teachr
must learn when ,o allow children have their say, (Arun if their
contributi,41 appears irrelevant, and when to summarize and Cormulate
ideas which have h, en expressed only varuely."(p.43) Thus the two

sourccs deal ebaracteristically with the': fundamental agrem-nt ( n the

issue, the one ieeling delicately for the "veiled rommunieations" that
indicate important Fleas beneath the surface, the o'lwr acknowledging
the theory hut, reducing it in practical terms to re%.listic hut, more open
matters that certainly call for extra fl'ortilr from the teacher.

The contract,, or specification cf the work

2chwart relies heavily en the concept of meeting needs , which
recurs frequently in his discussicr and in his definitions. Is it unfair

of tw to expect to see the same e incern for meeting the needs of children
on the part of schools, beyond -.ome approximation to their traditional
interpretations of those needs? It is interesting to see what happens
When one translates Schwart's series of propositions, derived from his
governing definition of the group, into equivalent terms in education.
The series will lead us on into the next critical phase of a worker's
(or teacher's) action vis-it-vis his client grnupos he sets things in
train. To him a group must be "a collection of people who need each other
to work on certain common tasks, in an agency (a school) that, is hospitable
to those tasks." From this he derives that, "the (class) members' neA
for each other constitutes the basic rationale for their being together."
Tasks are "a net of needs converted into work'; (p.7) Because the tasks

of the school have been designated by society in its division of labour,
and are not the same as those deriving from the common needs of the
group of students," the convergence f the two sets of tasks - those of
the (students) and those of the (school) - creates the terms of the
contract," (p 8) and it is in the defining of this contract with his class
that the next major challenge to the teacher lies. Here is where that
initial discussion takes place that Kaye and Rogers designate as so highly

critical. What is the work to be done? The consent and understanding of
all concerned, students and school, is required.

Allowing for the fact that the role of a social worker is generally
little understood and undefined, and that the members of his group will not
take for granted, as children have done in schools (until they question it
in adolescence) their purpose in being there, the tasks Schwartz defines
for the worker in negotiating the contract are very similar to those Kaye
and Roger describe in much greater detail, as "specification of the work",
for the teacher. "Simply put, the worker's tasks in this phase are:
(a) to make a clear and uncomplicated (unjargonized) statement of why he
think's they are there, of their stake in coming together and the agency's
stake in serving them: (b) to describe his own part in the proceedings as
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that the puilis are e,i-e,1 rce rein to their in.i'lative in rea1Hing

the aim of 'tp. vnrk. - that is the essential And they go on,

"menchers who wish to keep closely to their ryllabus-: lhrf ,re decide

to select a particuilar topic for :troop work."

If we keep in mind tho idea a. contract, it appears from Kaye

Rogers' approach that the dice is pretty well loaded in favour of the

teacher's end of these ne7otiati,ms, particulary th, conduct, of the

nerotiatir,ns depends n his shills in interpreting and enconrag,inc7 the.

pupils' point of 'oiew. That the authors reeof-ni.:( this is quite clear

from the strenuous advice 'hey repontc.dly give about hanilinr, the discussion,

and from the! experiences 'hey have h';.1 with stutont tea-hers in preparing

the topics - characteristically students are inclined to prepare in far too

great ,ietail "with the result that, the areas of -hole(' and initiative

open to the children become so limited as to -ndanger the value of the

whole approach." 1p.l121 Kayc and Rogers aro n.e doubt. wise in making

entry into this method easy for the averar'e t.2acher, confident that the

experience will gradually challenge and involve him with these new departures.
With such propensities as they themselves describe amone people who all
their lives have been accustomed, and who in all thoir circumstances are
encouraged, to think of teaching as formal, teacher-directed class teaching,

this practical leniency on the point of the source of specification of the

work could easily backfire. One has seen so many right-minded innovations
in education brought to grief at the hands of people whose wrong-miniedness
has so often been thought less likely to survive than it actually was. Can

the transition into what is, in fact, a radically different attitude
towards the role of the learner be made without some radically different
demand being made of the teacher at the outset?

Self-selection of groups

Kaye and Rogers devote a great deal of care however to tutoring
the reader in the practical conduct of these opening gambits concerning the

specification of the work, distinguishing between the need of the teacher

to prepare alternatives and make most of the running with pupils unaccustomed
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Work: rt liffl!ront (on(20,/)t

I;o to the work i tsel f. The seeend vital difference that Kaye and
Hogers make much r1' is that. (T "In e ma i n , however, the

members of the group decide tu,(J1 the plan action In 'arrying ont, the

work and they are then renonsil,Ie for puttitw the nlan Intl effect. Thin
leads to a further characteristic et' ,rotip work: the .7redp r

it:; ( wn eritic and judge of the work in pro.7resn." (n.',()) They reeognise
clearly that this implies 1,,r the teacher both a ehamy in his customary
exbectations - or standards of work - ani a quite dr-Lmatic change in role.
Let us take these matters in turn.

Repeatedly throughout the book they return to the same theme, that
the process in group work is more significant than the end-nroduct. "The
principle by which the teacher should be gui(ied, and et' which he may

constantly have to remind himself, is that the quality, originality, and
general attractiveness of he outcome of the work is far less important
than the extent to which it is a genuine reflection of the children's own
enterpris, and effort" High standards in the end-product "should be
achieved r'nt through the teacher's insistence upon them, but is a

result of the children's own developing critical standards." (p.39) If

we turn to Ichwartz, we find the same thing put with a characteristic
difference. "The moving dynamic in the group experience is work. Let me
define the term "work" as I am using it,: a) each member is trying to
harness the others to his own sense of need; b) the interaction between
members thus reflects both the centripetal force of the common tasks and
the centrifugal& force of those tasks that are unique to each member: and
c) there is a flow of affect among the members - negative and positive in
varying degrees - generated by their investment in each other, their



sense or common eaus,., and the temands of the juitur, luo."(p.H)
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apolorise for putting it that way just. br,.au;, .1,hwarti, soaking to

educators when he wrote those words. K!iy- 411,1 4,111.1 tidorso much

;r net all of what, he says; h-w-v-r, th-lr ls r,ot '

but to persuade. it is no doubt be my c. rier!, O: EngliAl in

particular that I
va!u- the uneempromisinr position that r,sults ANIL

translating .1 wartz's social work posi,ion into ,ducationa, term:., for
I. IS peculiarly apropriate to the new Aire,-1,1 or that Enclish ctwriculum

is taking. `linee the remarkable malagio04110. Dartmouth t'onI',.rence

196i, at which for an entire month some fifty leading fThires in the
teaehing of English from the Unit,d ;hates 'tin thy Unit-I Kinrdm tangled
with each other's cultures at 1 prejudices until they re.Lched .some
ing arrooment, these' directions have been away from a subject whose
content is literature, towards a subject whose process is in language and

personal growth. James Moffett's influential work on ho Enrl i sh currieula%)

dill; Teaching the Universe of Ti sc'ourse, begins with his identification

of it as, not a content subject., but it symbol system subjoct. ".lymbol

systems are not, primarily about themselves; they arc about other subjects.°

1.(1).6) "The most natural assumption about, teaching' any symbol system
should be that th( ..ltudent omploy his time using that syst-m in every
realistic wey that it can be used, not that, he aralys.c it or study it as an

object." (p.7) Accordingly, "What, a student, about, language needs Is not

external facts but more insight, about what IH and his rrs are d ing

verbally and what they .aaold be doing ... The toachr's art is to open
up the whole range of external social operations that, will lead tn internal,

cognitive operations. He does this by getting students to feed hack to

each other." (p.93) And again, "I am concerned hero with how they talk...".

It is riot surprising that the aim of such an English teacher as Moffett

describes should largely coincide with the aims of a social worker. When

Schwartz says this about the worker's tasks, an English teacher is with him:

"Not only must the worker be able to help people talk but he must help them

to talk to each other; the talk must be purposeful, related to the

contract that holds them together; it must have feeling in it,, for without

affect there is no investment; and it must be about real things, not a
charade, or a false consensus, or a game designed to produce the illusion
of work without risking anything in the process." (p.32)

Work - the teacher's role

Whereas Schwartz's prescription for the worker's role is resonant

with oflphasis on his attention to feeling, Kaye and Rogers' very comprehensive

advice on the teacher's role is preoccupied with asking questions, not



4444 pointing out mi:Aaks, ominr in with "wile they are conuinly
tumpel", and maintaining and reeordinr prorres..,, ail nppnrently orientel
townrls 'the prol)lew nr the tesk, rather than townrin those er the
people lAng it- The emotional commitme.lt of the children is net
irsorl, brit neither is it nnrtieulArly ,-uPivted. l'ho teacher is
warned arinst the surprisinr ehanre in role thi will he, rureed a. n
him. "His next mu:J, lifieult prohJem will le '.hit 0* loin- nuthinr!
Ht wi 11 have to n.ccunl himnel t a r,- l , in t her,

other thinrs hinr the loss he in ,--ritimately ecelni-1 in

dealinr with his pupils, the better hin tonchinr is ruing... 'vinyl-) we come
to greup work, we find we have suddenly becxn rdundarit - ur so it seems
... We can even leave the elarnr,-,om nn return ten minutes la+or end
nobody seems to have missed un. we are entirely honest with
ourselves, we are even jealous of the involYement whi,-h our nuriln now
have with their work, and if we are hulonn, mi their old lenyndence on
ourselves. It takes some time befury we r rlf.l.t.Wle in cur new role...
4(p,34-55)

It is well said, and in more ways than on- presents an attractive
prospect, though the authors are at pain :1 to pdint JO the many prop,atory
and processual tasks that the teacher incurs when he rts into group work.
Bert the relative impersonality of the rule, chaneel though it is in the one
respect of the requirement that he dominate the classroom, remains other-
wise familiar; his responsibility is still "that the momentum of the work
itself is never lost threueh any failure on his part to be ready with the
requisite machinery for any given step". 4p.56) The' idea that he has the
task of "detecting and challenging, the ebetacler to work an the obstacles
arise, of contributing ideas, facts, and values from his own perspective
when he thinks such data may be useful to the members in deeline with
the problems under consideration. and ef lendinr his own viz,Iuh vro-
ecting his own feelings about the struggles in which they are eneeeed,"

(Schwartz p.1&; my italics) is a somewhat different, messare about
rather different responsibilities; must it remain heard only in nnother
field?

Conclusion

Both resources I have used here agree with each other, in their
very different styles, or the same critical conditions that determine the
success of group work. That they should do so is not ro surprising, for
there is by now a large body of psychological and sociological exploration
in theory and research behind small group work. Their stock of
knowledge in each case, however, was built up in practical experience in
their separate fields. They establish that the teacher or worker must

. be highly sensitive and "tuned-in" to the interests and needs of the group
members: that there must be a successful negotiation of agreement between
the interests of the members and the elms of the agency, or school, on the
specification of work to be done, or the contract; that the group must be
self-selected, composed of pe ple who need each other to do the work;
that the group must be self-directing in its carrying out of the work; that
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or the alternatives and :eaye hin 4- ma:te hi:4 -h wi4 'n My
reservations have ben las,A, 1 reoi-He. .n ari ,r the

cultural diCforenc-s between tw- ifferr,n- 4h.c, will subtly
am-1 nrofoundly affec% actions, yet rizn: vLry .rt in the
confines or a 1-.rier in nny ,!,111 ',.:7s.-ct that

in the P,ri+ish c,r:text their strategy may h si IN ;1

trliition of r-mpiricism cne arrives at 9 oce::,-.11 tryinr,

thin -,s out. and can count on obtaininfl pent: 'r syndy ot those
things that turn out to be decent to do. On ibis continent., so many
differences about valuer in our mixed iuherdanc 'f chitur, it seems
that corisensus must be found before new nctions are rt-, in train - we are
less secure in our juip-ment:4 in novel :efl of relati,-e.hips. Teachers
(and administrators and parents) must .7ee to the end what. they are rettinr,
into before they arc(,rt the meanc: otherwise they may :nbvert the means
or reject them after intiHenliat.e it is the mis,use (T s.roup

to the same old ends of teacher-dominated instruction that 1 f-ar, if the
necessary alterations in his self-imare, to a role that has a low profile
and moreover makes specific demand; en his humanit.y, are not made plain and
acceptable to the teacher in the first place.

On all the practical difficulties of easin the free- wheeling group
work process into the raber infl-xible and oramped accommodations of the
school system, one cannot but defPr to the advicto of Kaye and Roi!ers. In
this they are extraordinarily useful. They make the way clear, from
the first step for both teacher and children away from the customary routines,
to the later thrusts of the experienced 7roup rIo a wide - ranging freedom

of action. This is the direction that English t.eachinc especially must
take. But there are many forces in conflict in the school. and the
community as well as within his own personality that will. hold the loss
assured teacher back to the early r:tar!es only, and in the circumstances
the new tasks and demands miqht well prove too such for him and the pupils.
The best English teacher is one who knows without being told the kind of
things Schwartz is taninr about, aid will be c(mfident in providing that
kind of emotional support, for he embodies it in his own stabilities. The
less secure person, such as most of us are, is not far from that kind of
confidence and can yet acquire it, particularly through seekilig to support
it in his pupils, if only he can be helped to see in the midst of his
struggles the positive elements of the role as others define anc: endorse it.



-

I shall quote from .1chwartz ore last illuminating warning/
about stating "your ioais" for the stu,,ent, which he gives in positing
what he ealls"the winciple of parallel proces; by which I 'wan

that the worker has hi: ani the client L.tr-' proresses

are interdcpe'irient tut diff-r-n4, 11-,at, any viol-Aion or

of labor renders the work dysr'nl-tUn-t1 .tad 'h, eneounler 7'r,c1r
manipulative, sentimental, and ,--,erally rustrntinc ror L')

24;ttO Few phrasos could more aT.4.1y describe whit. Joe: rrollontly

wrong in the tone of our school:;.
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